Princeton, NJ 08540
December 1, 2020

Dr. Edward Lifshitz, Medical Director
State of New Jersey
Department of Health
P. O. Box 360
Trenton, NJ 08625-0360
Dr. Lifshitz,
This open letter is in response to your Covid-19 briefing on 2020-11-30. At the briefing,
Governor Murphy stated “We enforce restrictions on the activities that have proven to have the
greatest risk of transmission.” Subsequently he announced that all indoor youth sports would
be suspended from 12/05/20 to 01/02/21. You reported “20 outbreaks and more than 100
cases tied to youth hockey”, but did not cite any Covid-19 transmission events for other youth
sports.
Before allowing our own children to return to competitive swimming indoors, we conducted a
systematic search of the PubMed database of published biomedical literature as well as of the
bioRxiv and medRxiv preprint databases. We found ample evidence of SARS-CoV-2
transmission in indoor ice hockey1, indoor exercise classes2, indoor dance classes3, and
vigorous indoor choir practice4. H
 owever, we, like our fellow scientists at the CDC, were unable
to find any evidence of Covid-19 transmission in swim practices, swim meets, or indeed in any
public pool setting, either indoors or outdoors.
“CDC is not aware of any scientific reports of the virus that causes COVID-19 spreading
to people through the water in pools, hot tubs, or water playgrounds.”5
.
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To the contrary, our systematic literature review identified clear evidence of the effectiveness of
pool chlorine in killing viruses, including coronaviruses67, and of the role of high indoor pool
relative humidity in reducing airborne viral transmission8. Please provide references if you have
evidence to the contrary.
We further learned that youth swimming appears ideally suited to curb SARS-CoV-2
transmission, including:
1. Our athletes do not use locker rooms - they arrive and depart in their swimsuits.
2. Our athletes maintain a 6 foot separation while practicing and competing.
3. Our athletes exhale underwater, which provides source control while exercising.
4. The pool water/air is chlorinated, which is proven to deactivate coronaviruses.9
5. The pool air is humid, which is known to reduce airborne viral transmission10.
6. The indoor pool air is warmed by the heated pool water, which increases ventilation in
the fall and winter, when the outside air is colder than the indoor pool air.
7. Indoor pools are designed with high ceilings, a large volume of indoor air, and
high-capacity HVAC to safely disperse chlorine vapors.
Our swim team is fortunate to practice in a facility whose HVAC system can completely replace
the vast 15 lane pool area with fresh air in only 5 minutes. It uses MERV-13 filters and can
maintain relative humidity above 40% and CO2 below 500 ppm at full occupancy satisfying the
strictest ASHRAE guidelines11 Indeed, a modern recreational swimming pool is arguably the
safest place to be indoors, far safer than any office, home, school, store, restaurant,
gymnasium, or ice rink.
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Note that the risks of indoor swimming are the inverse of indoor ice hockey, where locker room
use is routine, athlete contact is common, no source control or distancing for athletes occurs
while practicing or competing, low relative humidity promotes virus aerosolization, facilities
typically have limited HVAC systems, and ventilation is impeded during the summer and fall by
the air being colder inside than outside. Banning a demonstrably safe activity, such as
competitive swimming, because of Covid-19 transmission in a known unsafe activity, such as
indoor ice hockey, is not justified by either data or science.
In conclusion, we found ample supporting evidence for the safety of indoor swimming and none
to the contrary. As scientists, we are obliged to rationally conclude that youth competitive
swimming can be conducted safely indoors. As a public health official, and fellow scientist, we
believe you have an affirmative duty to advise Governor Murphy that there is no evidence of
Covid-19 transmission in youth competitive swimming. Neither the data nor the science justifies
suspending youth indoor swimming. Indeed, the evidence strongly suggests that youth
competitive swimming is one of the safest indoor activities full stop and therefore should not be
subject to the same stringent restrictions that are applied to indoor activities with
well-documented transmission events, such as indoor ice hockey and chorus practice.
Sincerely,
Alexander Baytin, MIPT, B.S. ‘99 M.S. ‘01; Princeton, Physics, Ph.D ‘09
Eric Sven Ristad, MIT EECS S.B. ‘85, S.M. ‘86, Ph.D ‘90
Dr. Michael B. Rodricks,MD, FNCS, Medical Director ICU RWJBH-Somerset
Alexandra Ulyanova, MIPT B.S. ‘99, M.S. ‘01; Rutgers, Pharmacology and Physiology Ph.D ‘09

Cc: The Honorable Governor Murphy
Ref: https://tinyurl.com/ScientistsDisputeLockdown
Join Letter: https://forms.gle/R44QDJYMCnh7vcCH8

